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Preparations M-ide for Important Fruit 
Legislation

tV> HAT >“ *" *\X/ able natheriag of trult^rew- 
v.u took place ie Ottawa. March
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FARM AND DAIRYm351

1Every Little Bit
Added to What You ve Got
Makes Just a Little Bit More

The “Little Bite” hare been the fouadatioae 
for most of the big fortunes of North America. 
Your “little bit” is tight in that stream of 
skim milk that is carrying a goodly per
centage of “stimmabte” cream with it if any 
fixed-feed separator is being need.
Every Utile bit is sated and is turned into money by 

using a
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The reason for the saving is nmpic the Sharpie. dcinM 
dean at any speed. Other separators do not—metsr 
construction prevents it. Only the 
Sharpies has the suction-feed prin
ciple that draws the milk into the 
separating bowl in proper proportion 
to the speed of turning. No cream
loss from slow turning—no bell-ringing 
bugaboo : just c impiété, uniform segsnttM 

that’s the Sharpies way. Any other way 
U wasteful. Ko discs in the Sharpies— 
that m«msmf,quickdtonmg- 
a million users are saving with a bharpies.

Write for catalo. today; address Dept 77
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A New Barrai Standard.
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The New Apple Sex and Crate.
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